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Honorable Richard G. Hickson 

Attorney-General 

Office of the Attorney-General 

Government of the Republic of the Marshall Islands 

Majuro, MH 96960 

 

 Subject: Audit of Passport Program  

 

Dear Attorney-General,  

We completed our audit of the passport program that is administered by the Passport 

Division with the Office of the Attorney-General. The purpose of the audit was to determine 

whether: (1) A system of internal controls has been instituted to safeguard the RMI 

Passports; and (2) Passports have been issued in accordance with RMI laws and regulations 

[a) passports obtained through Naturalized and Registered Citizenship, b) Official Passports, 

and c) Diplomatic Passports]. Our audit covered the period from October 1, 2014 through 

September 30, 2017 or from FY2015 thru FY2017. 

 

Based on our audit, we found the Passport Division was ineffective in its management of the 

passport program. Both internal control and compliance issues were noted in our audit. For 

each exception noted throughout this report, we provide recommendations to improve 

internal controls and compliance with RMI laws and policies.  

 

Our review of internal controls structure revealed that there was no legislation in place that 

governs the existence of the Passport Division and clearly defines its responsibilities and 

accountability mechanisms.  We found that passports booklet (blank passports) were not 

stored in a secured area and are at risk of being stolen, replicated and worst, sold off illegally. 

Further, passports were not issued in sequential manner which affects the management’s 

ability to effectively monitor passport stocks and detect missing passport numbers quickly. 

Other internal control and operational issues we noted include lack of written policies to 
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guide the operation of the Passport Division and as a result the process and requirements are 

often inconsistent. Additionally, passport records were not maintained properly which affect 

management’s ability to perform its function and there is question about the integrity and 

accuracy of passport data. Finally, we found that Passport Division was not adequately 

resourced to effectively carry out its duties.  

 

Our audit also found several noncompliance matters as summarized below: 

 Five Hundred Seventy Three (573) passports issued to certain non-indigenous 

Marshallese did not have a corresponding Cabinet Minute or Court Decree or other 

documentations confirming that lawful citizenship had been granted under the legal 

process. In the absence of the pertinent records we could not determine the legitimacy of 

the 573 passports and whether they have met the RMI citizenship criteria. Further, we 

were unable to determine that those passport holders had obtained their passports through 

the Passport Investment program in the absence of the pertinent records which generally 

impeded our review.  

 A total of 72 passports issued to non-indigenous Marshallese did not have records of 

payment of passport fees to the Ministry of Finance or RMI Treasury which is against the 

RMI policy.  

 We determined that the Passport Division should refer nationals from neighboring 

countries who seek to obtain a Marshallese passport to the High Court, when it is unclear 

or there is doubt whether or not such persons have land rights or are of Marshallese 

descent, and it would be the Court’s responsibility to declare whether such person have 

met the criteria to be citizens in accordance with the Constitution. 

 We found that the register or registers of persons who had become RMI citizens was not 

maintained over the years as required by the Citizenship Act of 1984. A register was 

compiled during our review and provided but was incomplete.   

 There are no complete records of non-indigenous Marshallese who had obtained 

passports through the Passport Investment Scheme1 which generally impeded our review. 

  

We conclude in our report that the management of the passport program can be effective 

with the establishment of appropriate policies and operational guidelines. A well-

                                                           
1
C.M 260 (92) and C.M. 109 (96) 
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documented policy and operational guideline will set the requirements and expectation for 

staffs to follow, streamline processes and operation, and safeguard passport resources. 

Finally, to address the problem where the government does not have records of how and 

whether or not certain non-indigenous Marshallese have received their citizenship/passport 

lawfully, it would be prudent for the government to require that passport renewal requests by 

those passports holders provide proofs that their citizenship and passport were granted under 

the legal process, as a condition of passport renewals. We believe this is the first step to 

address this long-standing problem. 

 

Pursuant to the Auditor-General Act of 1986, we provided your Office with a copy of our 

draft Findings and Recommendations requesting your responses in writing. We also 

discussed our draft Findings and Recommendations during our exit conference on February 

6, 2020. We appreciate your Office’s responses which we have included as Appendix I. All 

responses and additional information were incorporated in this final report as appropriate. 

Additionally, we have removed draft Finding No. 2.4 (Administration of Diplomatic 

Passports Can Improve With an Established Policy) and Finding No. 2.5 (Administration of 

Official Passports Can Improve With an Established Policy) from this final report as these 

have been implemented. We would like to commend you and your staff for your continuous 

efforts to improve the management and administration of the passport program. 

 

The most important outcome of an audit is the correction of past deficiencies and 

improvement in the internal controls and operations.  We believe that the implementation of 

our recommendations is a step in that direction.  This office maintains a ‘Follow-Up System’ 

and in order for this report to be closed, we require the actions detailed Appendix III to be 

implemented.  

 

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to you and your staffs for the cooperation we 

received during the course of our audit. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Junior Patrick 

Auditor-General 
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CC: President 

Minister of Justice, Labor and Immigration 

Director of Passport and Citizenship Division 

 OAG File 
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Introduction 

The audit was conducted in response to a series of concerns that were registered with the 

Office of the Auditor-General regarding issuance of RMI passports. The concerns included 

(1) Court decrees were  being forged and fabricated by foreign nationals to obtain RMI 

passports; (2) RMI passports were advertised and sold off in certain Asian countries illegally 

(3) RMI passport stocks (blank passport booklets) were stolen and sold (4) legitimacy and 

increasing number of non-indigenous Marshallese who are crossing the US borders carrying 

RMI passports; and (5) an incident that a passenger boarding  an United Airlines flight out of 

Majuro accidently dropped a box of blank passports identical to ones at the Passport 

Division. The audit focused on safeguards around passport management and compliance with 

applicable laws and regulations on citizenship.   

 

Background 

Passport Administration 

Passport administration was a responsibility of the then-Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ Passport 

and Citizenship Division (Passport Division). In 2002, the Cabinet transferred the 

management of passport program to the Office of the Attorney-General within the Ministry 

of Justice, Immigration and Labor. Under the Office of the Attorney-General’s 

organizational structure, the Passport Division is under the Civil Division. The Passport 

Division is responsible for the issuance and renewal of the Republic of the Marshall Islands 

(RMI) passports. Passport Division is headed by a Director and assisted by two 

Administrative Clerks and work collaboratively with a Passport Panel Committee2.  

 

The Passport Division inputs and stores all passport information onto a database system 

which has been in place since 1999. The passport database system is a Microsoft Access 

application and that is also readable by Microsoft words, excel and adobe. 

                                                           
2
C.M. 198 (2014) - Duties of the Passport Panel includes (1)  screen new passport applications for all non-indigenous 

Marshallese citizens; (2) screen applications for citizenship; (3)  review the procedures for citizenship and passport applications; 

(4) make recommendations to the Attorney-General on all passport and citizenship matters; (5) provide an updated database for 

naturalized and registered citizens; (6) review the issuance of visas and applications for change of visas status; (7) advise the 

Attorney-General on the issuance of removal orders, the appeal against removal orders and the cancellation of removal orders; 

and (8) review the Visa provisions under the Immigration Act 2006 and to propose possible improvements for Cabinet’s 

consideration. 
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Types of Passport Booklets RMI Issues 

RMI issues three types of passport booklets3  (1) regular passports are issued to citizens of 

the Republic of the Marshall Islands and have no special connotations; (2) official passports 

are issued to employees of the RMI Government traveling on official duties; and (3) 

diplomatic passports issued for diplomats and diplomatic representatives.  The processing of 

the three RMI passports varies and is further illustrated in Exhibit 1 attached to this report. In 

2003, the RMI upgraded its passport booklets to the current standard of machine-readable 

passports (MRPs) as set by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).  The MRP 

provides increased security through the use of watermarks and encoded biographic data in 

optical character recognition format.  This enables border controllers and law enforcement 

agents to process passport booklets quickly, without having to input the information 

manually into a database system.   

 

Who May Receive RMI Passport 

Generally, all persons who are citizens of the Republic may apply and receive a regular 

passport. This includes all non-indigenous Marshallese who have been granted lawful 

citizenship through the legal process. 

 

Legal Framework Governing Citizenship 

RMI Constitution and Citizenship Act of 1984 prescribe the criteria how one may become, 

register, and naturalize as citizen of the Republic. Citizenship Regulation 2002 supplements 

and gives effect to the Citizenship Act and provides additional guidelines and requirements 

on citizenship matters.  

 

Constitution 

Article XI (Citizenship), Section 1 (Persons Becoming Citizen) states: 

(1) A person who, immediately before the effective date of this Constitution, was a 

citizen of the Trust Territory shall on that date become a citizen of the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands, if he or either of his parents has land rights. 

(2) A person born on or after the effective date of this Constitution shall be a citizen of 

the Republic if: 

                                                           
3
A passport booklet is a travel document issued by the RMI that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder and requests 

that the bearer is permitted to enter and pass through other countries.  Passport booklets contain the bearer’s name, photograph, 

place of birth, date of birth, nationality, date of issue, date of expiry, and passport number. 
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(a) at the date of his birth, either of his parents is a citizen of the Republic; or 

(b) he is born in the Republic and is not at his birth entitled to be or become a 

citizen   of any other country. 

(3) In case of doubt, an application for a declaration that any person is, pursuant to this 

Section, a citizen of the Republic may be made to and ruled on by the High Court. 

 

Section 2 (Persons Who May Be Registered as Citizens) states: 

1) Unless disqualified pursuant to paragraph (3) of this Section, any person who is not a 

citizen of the Republic of the Marshall Islands shall become a citizen by registration 

if, upon application, the High Court is satisfied either: 

(a) that he has land rights; or 

(b) that he has been resident in the Republic for not less than 3 years, and is the 

parent of a child who is a citizen of the Republic; or 

(c) that he is of Marshallese descent, and that in the interests of justice his 

application should be granted. 

2) A person who has attained the age of 18 years shall not be registered pursuant to this 

Section as a citizen of the Republic, until he has taken an oath or made an affirmation 

of allegiance to the Republic. 

3) In the interests of national security or policy with respect to dual citizenship, the 

Nitijela may by Act provide for the disqualification of any class of persons who 

would otherwise be entitled to be registered as citizens pursuant to this Section, but 

who have not already been so registered. 

 

Citizenship Act of 1984  

The Citizenship Act was enacted in 1984 to give effects to the Constitution Article XI, 

Section (3) “to make provision for acquisition of citizenship of the Republic, for the loss and 

renunciation of that citizenship, for citizenship by registration, and for matters relating 

thereto”. Part II of the Act (Citizenship by Naturalization), Sections 403 and 404 authorizes 

the Cabinet to grant citizenship to non-indigenous Marshallese who seek to become 

Marshallese citizens upon satisfaction of certain requirements. Further Section 413 of the Act 

states “the Cabinet may make regulations, not inconsistent with this Chapter, prescribing all 

matters that are required or permitted by this Chapter to be prescribed, or that are necessary 

or convenient to be prescribed, for carrying out or giving effect to this Chapter.” 
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Citizenship Regulations 

In 2002, the Ministry of Justice developed a Citizenship Regulation 2002 which supplements 

the Act and giving effect to it. The regulations prescribe additional procedures in which 

persons who seek to become Marshallese citizens must follow, application criteria, and other 

related matters.  

 

Passport Investment Program 

In the 1992 the Cabinet authorized sales of passports in an investment and revenue 

generation scheme.  

 

Operational Budget  

Funds appropriated to the Office of the Attorney-General, including the Passport Division, 

for the periods under review are listed in Table 1 below: As may be noted, the Office 

experienced a reduction in its overall budget in fiscal years 2016 and 2017 (7% and 5%) 

respectively. 

Table1: Annual Operational Budget 

Periods Approved Budget Adjusted Budget Percentage (-/+) 

FY 2015 $ 650,641 $ 672,126 3% 

FY 2016    614,073    572,775  (-7%) 

FY 2017    706,479    674,131 (-5%) 

Source: Appropriation Acts & MOF Financial Budget Reports (DILOG 240-P) 

 

Objective 

The objectives of this audit were to determine whether: 

1. A system of internal controls has been instituted to safeguard the RMI Passports?   

2. Passports have been issued in accordance with RMI laws and regulations?   

A. Passport obtained through Naturalized and Registered Citizenship; 

B. Official Passport; and  

C. Diplomatic Passport 

 

Scope and Methodology 

The audit looked at the internal controls surrounding passport management and whether 

issuance of passports granted to non-indigenous Marshallese complied with RMI laws and 
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regulations. We also looked at whether or not the issuance of Official and Diplomatic 

Passports were in compliance with applicable laws, policies and procedures.  The audit did 

not focus on passports issued to the natural born RMI citizens. The audit scope covered the 

period from October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2017 or FY2015 thru FY2017. 

 

To identify whether a system of internal controls has been instituted to safeguard RMI 

passport, we performed the following activities: 

 Reviewed the organizational and resource structure of the Office of the Attorney-

General and Passport Division; 

 Performed reviews to determine whether laws, policies and guidelines have been 

instituted to guide passport administration and management; 

 Performed physical observation to assess security of passport stocks; 

 Performed tests to determine whether passport were issued in sequential manner; 

 Interviewed passport management to gain a better understanding of the current 

passport processes; and 

 Reviewed passport stored in the passport system to determine their accuracy and 

reliability.  

 

To determine whether passports have been issued in accordance with RMI laws and 

regulations (naturalized and registered citizenship, official, and diplomatic passport), we 

performed the following activities: 

 Reviewed RMI laws and regulations pertaining to citizenship;  

 Reviewed the passport applications by non-indigenous Marshallese along with all the 

accompanying supporting documentations to determine accuracy and compliance 

with applicable requirements; 

 Obtained passport data and further filtered to arrive with a list of non-indigenous 

Marshallese who had received passports; 

 Obtained the list of naturalized citizens from the Cabinet and the list of registered 

citizens from the Court; 

 Compared the list of naturalized and registered citizens with those who have been 

granted a passport (regular) per the Passport Division records;  

 Obtained and reviewed the list of Diplomatic and Official passports; 
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 Interviewed former passport administrator (MOFA) in an attempt to obtain a list of 

non-indigenous Marshallese who had obtained their passport under the passport 

investment scheme; and 

 We performed other audit procedures that were necessary under the circumstances. 

 

Our review was conducted in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing 

Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require 

that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 

reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe 

that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based 

on our audit objectives. 

 

Prior Year Audit Coverage 

This is the second audit conducted on the Passport Program. The first audit was conducted in 

1995 which focused on revenues generated from the RMI Passport Investment program. 

 

Limitation of the Audit 

The OAG faced challenges, particularly, in its efforts to collect the required data for our 

audit. The data requested from the Passport Division took longer than anticipated to receive. 

This is because the responsible staffs were not able to retrieve passport information and data 

from the database system. The only staff with the knowledge of the passport system was not 

employed by the Passport Division and we had to reschedule our meeting multiple times. In 

addition, the passport database system has its limitations and did not have the capability to 

produce certain passport information. For example, Passport Division could not produce a 

list of passport holders who receive their passport because they have been either naturalized 

or registered as citizens and there were questions about integrity of passport data in general. 

Accordingly, we had to perform additional procedures and spent a large amount of time 

trying to come up with a list of non-indigenous Marshallese who had received passport.  

 

Furthermore, our review to determine whether passports issued to non-indigenous 

Marshallese complied with RMI requirements were further complicated by poor records 

keeping and maintenance at the Passport Division. Accordingly, we sought assistance of the 
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Cabinet, the authority responsible for maintenance of citizenship registry, to furnish to us a 

registry of all naturalized and registered citizens. Unfortunately, the needed records were 

incomplete, and in some instances were not available as well.  As a result, the team had to 

perform additional field works compiling all Cabinet Minutes approving citizenships through 

the Naturalization process dating back to 1981. Our compliance review was also impeded by 

the lack of a listing of all non-indigenous Marshallese who had obtained their passports 

under the Passport Investment Program.  

 

Finally, our attempts to calculate the number of blank passports (passport stocks) on hand 

and to determine whether passports were missing were unsuccessful because there were no 

records of passports purchased during the period from 20034 through 2007. 

 

Conclusion 

We conclude in our report that the management of the passport program can be effective 

with the establishment of appropriate policies and operational guidelines. A well-

documented policy and operational guideline will set the requirements and expectation for 

staffs to follow, streamline processes and operation, and safeguard passport resources. 

Finally, to address the problem where the government does not have records of how and 

whether or not certain non-indigenous Marshallese have received their citizenship/passport 

lawfully, it would be prudent for the government to require that passport renewal requests by 

those passports holders provide proofs that their citizenship and passport were granted under 

the legal process, as a condition of passport renewals. We believe this is the first step to 

address this long-standing problem. 

 

Our findings and recommendations, based on our audit, along with our recommendations are 

discussed in the accompanying pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 In 2003 RMI adopted a new passport book that is Machine Readable Passport 
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Findings and Recommendations 

Finding No. 1 Opportunities Are Present to Improve Passport Division’s Internal 

Controls and Operation: 

1.1 Passport Administration Can Be Effective With an Established Legislation. 

Legislation should be in place to govern the existence of the Passport Division and clearly 

define its responsibilities and accountability mechanisms. In addition, written standard 

operating procedures should be instituted to guide processing of RMI passports.  

 

Our audit found that Passport Division does not have a legislation that defines its existence, 

responsibility and resource structure.  The only legislation or regulation that guide the works 

of the Passport Division is the Citizenship Act 1984 (P.L. 1984-4) and the Citizenship 

Regulation of 2002. However, the Management indicated that the legislation and regulation 

are fairly broad that there is a need to have legislation in place to address the shortcomings 

and deficiencies currently encountered by the Passport Division. Further, we noted a draft 

passport legislation that aims to address the current shortcomings including defining clear 

responsibilities for the Passport Division, however, such is yet to be enacted. In the current 

setup, staffs rely on the Director of Passport Division whenever they have questions in 

relation to processing of passport applications.  

 

In the absence of clear guidelines, processing of passports is not streamlined and often 

inconsistent and is open for manipulation and abuse. 

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

1. Legislation is enacted to govern establishment of the Passport Division and its 

responsibilities and accountability mechanisms.  

2. Standards operating procedures should be developed to guide staffs in processing 

passports and streamline operation. 

 

1.2 Security of the Passport Booklets (Blank Passports) Can Be Improved  

Passport Booklets (Blank Passports) should be stored in a secured place at all times. In 

addition, policies should be instituted to govern and safeguard Blank Passport inventories.  
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Our audit discovered that the Blank Passports were not stored in a safe area. There are no 

policies currently in place that address safeguarding of Blank Passports. During our 

fieldworks, we noted that Blank Passports were stored inside boxes in an open area where 

passport applicants and visitors to Office are served as shown in figure 1 below.  

Figure 1: Blank Passport Books 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos showing Blank Passport Booklet in box cases in the open area in the Office of the Attorney-General. Photos taken by Auditors during 

fieldworks. 

 
 

As a consequence, the Passport Booklets are at great risk of being stolen, replicated and 

worst, sold off illegally. It would be easy for someone to fabricate RMI Passports once they 

get their hands on the Blank Passports. If such were to occur it would have negative 

consequences to the integrity of the RMI Passport.   

 

The cause of the above condition is due to lack of written policies and procedures in place to 

safeguard Blank Passports stocks. In addition, the management indicated that Passport 

Division lacks space to store Blank Passports and other office files. 

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

3. Management institutes a policy to address physical security of Blank Passport 

Booklets against theft and other procedures to safeguard Passport Booklet inventories.  

4. Management stores the Blank Passport Booklets in a secured place with limited 

access.  
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1.3 Proper Accountability of Passport Stocks Can Be Achieved By Issuing Passports 

Sequentially 

Better accountability and monitoring of Passport Stocks can be achieved by issuing passports 

in a sequential manner. This process will ensure passports are accounted for and can quickly 

detect missing numbers and safeguard against theft. 

 

Our review found that passports (Regular, Official and Diplomat passports) were not issued 

in sequential order. We noted that larger numbers were used before smaller number and vice 

versa. For example, in FY2015 Regular Passport Number C103507 was issued on August 

2015 which is smaller than passport numbers C105211, C105290, and C105390 that were 

issued October 2014. Other out of sequences were noted for Official and Diplomat passports 

throughout the three years we reviewed as shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Passports Were Not Issued in Sequential Manner during FY2015, FY2016 and FY2017 

Fiscal Year 2015 Fiscal Year 2016 Fiscal Year 2017 

Regular Passport 

No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No 

1 Feb-17-15 C10771 1 Oct-21-15 C113050 1 Mar-19-17 C83888 

2 Aug-21-15 C103507 2 Oct-01-15 C113676 2 May-02-17 C104126 

3 Oct-06-14 C104910 3 Oct-01-15 C113697 3 May-06-16 C117456 

4 Oct-02-14 C104954 4 Oct-01-15 C113698 4 Nov-30-16 C118566 

5 Nov-21-14 C105203 5 Oct-01-15 C113700 5 Oct-06-16 C121316 

6 Oct-01-14 C105211 6 Oct-08-15 C113892 6 Oct-07-16 C121640 

7 Oct-22-14 C105290 7 Oct-09-15 C113893 7 Oct-03-16 C121662 

8 Oct-21-14 C105390 8 Oct-08-15 C113894 8 Oct-03-16 C121663 

9 Oct-01-14 C105425 9 Oct-08-15 C113901 9 Oct-03-16 C121664 

10 Feb-16-15 C122512 10 Oct-14-15 C113903 10 Oct-10-16 C121809 

11 May-20-15 C132274 11 Oct-23-15 C113904 11 Oct-11-16 C121810 

Official Passports 

No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No 

1 Feb-06-15 G1827 1 May-23-16 G2004 1 Oct-19-16 G2003 

2 Feb-04-15 G1829 2 Mar-30-16 G2009 2 Oct-20-16 G2005 

3 Jan-23-15 G1830 3 Aug-12-16 G2022 3 Oct-25-16 G2008 

Diplomatic Passports 

No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No No. Date Passport No 

1 Mar-27-15 D1375 1 Aug-11-16 D1540 1 Jan-12-17 D1548 

2 Feb-05-15 D1376 2 Apr-06-16 D1541 2 Dec-07-16 D1549 

3 May-15-15 D1387 3 Aug-19-16 D1542 3 Jan-12-17 D1550 
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Additionally, we noted the following out of sequences: 

 Lowest number for Regular Passport used was C10771 and highest number was 

C137301, which implies that total passport numbers used was 126,531. However, 

actual Regular Passport processed and recorded in the Passport System was 24,108, 

hence a variance of 102,423 passports.  

 Lowest number for Official Passport used was G1808 and highest number was 

G2092, which implies that total passport used was 284. However, actual Official 

Passport processed and recorded in the Passport System was 233, hence a variance of 

51.  

 Lowest number for Diplomatic Passport used was D1361 and highest number was 

D1579, which implies that total passport numbers used was 218. However, actual 

Diplomatic Passport processed and recorded in the Passport System was 97, hence a 

variance of 121.  

 

The cause of the above is not known. One explanation provided by the management is that 

the out of sequence numberings are attributable to an internal practice where passport 

applications are inputted and designated book number are locked by the system. Issues may 

arise later which may affect the issuance of the passport such as incomplete supporting 

documents, delay in payment and so on. In these circumstances where incomplete passports 

are on hold, the next passport numbers issued would be higher in the sequencing but are 

issued before. We determined, however, that the explanation does not justify or explain out 

of sequence numbers and dates apart. 

 

In the current setup, management will not be able to properly monitor passport stocks 

effectively and risk that passport stocks may be stolen without being detected in a timely 

manner.   

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

5. The management issue passport in a sequential manner and cease the practice of 

reserving passport numbers for later use. 
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1.4 A Standardized Passport Application Form Can Streamline Operation 

A standardized passport application form can ensure that services provided by the Division 

to the RMI citizens are consistent, fair and equitable. 

 

Our audit discovered two different passport application forms currently being utilized in the 

Ebeye and Majuro passport offices. The passport application form that Ebeye uses is 

different from the application form Majuro office uses. These two forms have different 

number of fields requiring different level of details that passport applicants must supply 

when applying for RMI passport as shown in Figure 2 below. For example, the application 

form Majuro is using requires applicants to provide information such as Identification for 

Mother and Father in addition to their names, most recent passport information, and 

emergency contact, among others. Such level of details is not required when applicants apply 

in Ebeye. Discussion with management revealed that these different forms have been used on 

Ebeye and Majuro throughout these years.   

Figure 2: Different Passport Application Forms used by Majuro and Ebeye Passport Office. 

Source: Passport Applications were obtained from the Passport Division in main Office in Majuro 
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In the current practice, the services and requirements and treatment provided to citizens are 

not consistent and equitable. 

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

6. Management implements a standardized passport application form to be used across 

the country. 

 

1.5 Passport Division Lacks Resources to Effectively Carry Out Its Functions 

Passport Division should be adequately resourced in order to carry out its function 

effectively. 

 

Our audit found that the Passport Division is not adequately resourced. Upon examination of 

the organizational structure for the Office of the Attorney-General (AGO), the Passport 

Division has only one staff member – the Director of Passport and Citizenship. The Director 

is assisted by two support staffs that are under Administration Division within the AGO. In 

addition, management indicated to us that passport processing machine has its limitations 

and can produce a maximum of 50 passport booklets per day. Whenever the passport 

processing machine is malfunctioned and not working, a backlog of passport applications 

grows. As a result, staff members are often required to work after-hours, during the 

weekends and holidays, to process and clear the passport application backlogs.  Further, as 

we indicated in Finding 1.2 above the Passport Division does not have adequate office space 

to store its Passport Booklets in a secured location. Finally, our audit discovered that during 

fiscal years 2016 and 2017, the operational budget of the AGO was reduced by 7% and 5% 

from the prior year budget allocations which does not bode well in its efforts to deliver 

quality services to the citizenry. 

 

The cause of the above conditions is due to lack of attention towards operational needs of the 

Passport Division to effectively provide quality passport services. 

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 
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7. Management lobbies for more budget allocations to meet the operational needs of the 

Passport Division. 

8. Management considers converting current staffs who review and process passport 

applications to become permanent members of the Passport Division. 

 

1.6 There Are No Proper Checks and Balances in Processing Passports 

Best practices required that duties be clearly delineated and segregated to ensure there are 

checks and balances.  

 

We noted the following internal control weaknesses in the current practice being followed 

when processing passport applications: 

 As indicated in Finding No. 1.1, the officials processing passports would turn to 

passport Director for guidance whenever they have questions about passport 

application and Director will give instructions. As we reported in Finding 2.1 we 

found several instances where passport applications were processed without the 

required documents. Accordingly, we determined that there is an internal control 

weakness because if the passport staffs or Director are not acting in good faith and 

proceed to process passports and forward to Attorney-General5 for approval, the 

system will not detect it.  

 We determined an internal control weakness in the current practice of processing 

passport applications as it relates to the role of the Passport Panel. In the current 

setup, the officials that review and print passports are expected also to make the 

determination whether or not an application requires the attention of the Passport 

Panel for further screening and reviewing.  This presents a risk in the internal control 

structure because if an official is not acting in good faith and does not want certain 

passport applications to go through Passport Panel for scrutiny, he or she could 

unilaterally decide not to refer those for review by Passport Panel. Therefore, the 

system will not detect it.  

 We determined also that the presence and active participation of the Director as 

member of the Passport Panel presents a conflict of interest. The Director is 

essentially responsible for the overall management and administration of the tasks 

                                                           
5
 In the current practice, as expected, Attorney-General relies on staff to perform detail reviews of all passport 

applications.  
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carried out by the Division.  Therefore, by serving as a member of the Panel entails 

making recommendations on decisions affecting his own work.   

The cause of the above condition is due to lack of written policy and procedures to define 

clearly the roles of staff and ensure there are proper checks and balances. As a result, this 

puts RMI passports at risk of being granted to those who have not met RMI requirements. In 

addition, the current practice defeats the purpose for which Passport Panel was established.  

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

9. Management establishes policy to clearly define the role of the Passport Division and 

its personnel and clear accountability mechanisms.  

10. Management develops written procedures (SOP) to guide the operation of Passport 

Division.  

 

1.7 Passport Administration Can Be Improved with Full Knowledge of the Passport 

Processing Machine 

Passport personnel should have the full knowledge and application of the passport processing 

machine.  

 

Our audit found that the Passport Division personnel have the ability to input passport 

application information into the Passport System and print books. However, staff members 

are not able to retrieve data and information and produce reports out of the Passport System. 

In addition, staff lacked the technical capabilities to quickly troubleshoot problems when the 

system is malfunctioned. Furthermore, the staff lacked the knowledge in customizing 

additional field or filter information and retrieve certain passport data out of the system to 

meet specific needs – such as data for audit. The management indicated to us that the 

Passport System is limited because certain information were not considered during the initial 

design phase. As a result, it is difficult to generate and extract certain passport data and 

report out of the system. For example, it is difficult to generate a report on how many 

passports were issued based on Citizenship by Registration or Naturalization at a given point 

in time. Lastly, the person who received the trainings on the use of Passport System and its 

application is not working at the Passport Division.   
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The cause of the above condition appears to point at lack of proper planning during the 

design and implementation of the Passport System to consider user-needs and staff never 

received proper training on the use of the Passport System and its application. As a 

consequence, the Passport Division operation is, at times, unsustainable. Requested data take 

a long time for staff to provide and often relies on external experts to assist resulting in 

unnecessary costs for the Division. 

 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

11. Management, for the interim, identifies technical expertise to provide training to 

current staff on how to properly run the existing system and understand its 

application. 

12. Management considers investing in a new Passport Database Systems that will 

address all its operational needs and has the capability to generate a wide range of 

passport report and data.  

 

 1.8 Official and Diplomatic Passports Records Are Not Consistent 

Proper records keeping dictate that the number of physical records (actual passport 

applications) processed should agree to the number of passport inputted and maintained in 

the Passport database system (Passport System).  

Our audit discovered that the actual passport applications processed were not matched with 

the numbers recorded in the Passport system during the three years under review as indicated 

in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Official and Diplomatic Passport processed vs Passport System Records 

RMI Passports 

Fiscal Years 

Official Passports 

 
Diplomatic Passports 

2015 2016 2017   2015 2016 2017 

Actual Passport 

Applications Processed 

69 83 81 

 

32 37 34 

Records per Passport 

System 

64 87 82 

 

27 36 34 

Variance 5 4 1   5 1 0 
Comparison of Actual Passport Applications Processed and Records per Passport System 
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The cause of the above is management does not have written policies and procedures to 

govern data management and safe-keeping of important passport information and data. This 

is poor records keeping which impact management’s ability to properly monitor passport 

stocks and execute other management functions.   

Recommendations: 

We recommend that: 

13. Management develops policy to address proper passport data management and 

records keeping.  

 

Finding No. 2 Noncompliance Matters And Opportunities To Improve Issuance of 

Passports In Accordance with Laws and Regulations 

2.1 Certain Non-Indigenous Marshallese Passport Holders Did Not Have Court Decrees 

and Cabinet Instruments on File 

Article XI, Section 1 (Persons Becoming Citizens) states: 

(4) A person who, immediately before the effective date of this Constitution, was a 

citizen of the Trust Territory shall on that date become a citizen of the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands, if he or either of his parents has land rights. 

(5) A person born on or after the effective date of this Constitution shall be a citizen of 

the Republic if: 

(a) at the date of his birth, either of his parents is a citizen of the Republic; or 

(b) he is born in the Republic and is not at his birth entitled to be or become a 

citizen   of any other country. 

(6) In case of doubt, an application for a declaration that any person is, pursuant to this 

Section, a citizen of the Republic may be made to and ruled on by the High Court. 

Article XI Section 2 (Persons Who May Be Registered as Citizens) States: 

4) Unless disqualified pursuant to paragraph (3) of this Section, any person who is not a 

citizen of the Republic of the Marshall Islands shall become a citizen by registration 

if, upon application, the High Court is satisfied either: 

(d) that he has land rights; or 

(e) that he has been resident in the Republic for not less than 3 years, and is the parent 

of a child who is a citizen of the Republic; or 
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(f) that he is of Marshallese descent, and that in the interests of justice his application 

should be granted. 

 

Citizenship Act 1984 [P.L. 1984-4], Section 403 & 404 authorizes the Cabinet to grant 

citizenship by naturalization to non-indigenous Marshallese who seek to become Marshallese 

citizens.  Section 414 states in part that the Cabinet shall maintain a register or registers of (a) 

any person who becomes a citizen pursuant to Article XI, Section 2 of the Constitution (b) 

any person who becomes a citizen pursuant to the Act. 

 

Our review of passport database system discovered that certain non-indigenous Marshallese 

passport-holders appeared to have had obtained citizenships either through the registration or 

naturalized processes, however, when comparing these records to approved Cabinet Minutes 

and Court decrees we noted the following discrepancies. Specifically, we reviewed a total of 

823 passports issued to non-indigenous Marshallese and found 104 were accompanied by 

Cabinet Minutes and 139 were accompanied by Court decrees and additional 7 were 

confirmed that citizenship was granted through the legal process. For the remaining 573 

passports issued we could not find the corresponding Cabinet Minutes or Court Decrees or 

other documentations indicating that lawful citizenships were granted. Accordingly, we 

questioned the legitimacy of the 573 passports issued to non-indigenous Marshallese in the 

absence of the corresponding Court decree or Cabinet instrument. We present the list of 573 

passports granted to those non-indigenous Marshallese in Exhibit 2 attached to this report. 

 

The following conditions were also noted: 

 Passport Division personnel explained to us that certain passports issued to non-

indigenous Marshallese from neighboring countries will not have Court decrees 

because determination has already been made to grant passport upon satisfaction of 

certain requirements. Specifically, it was indicated to us that individuals from 

neighboring countries who seek to obtain RMI passport are accorded a “courtesy” and 

Passport Division would require that they supply “3 generation genealogy chart” and 

indicate who their family members are in RMI. Passport Division personnel would 

then “call” the relatives to obtain confirmation whether those individuals seeking to 

obtain passports are actually family members. Upon satisfaction, Passport Division 

would proceed to grant passport to those individuals from neighboring countries. We 

determined, however, that the Passport Division should refer all persons who seek to 
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become citizens when there is doubt about the persons’ citizenship request and it 

would be the High Court to declare whether or not such person have met the 

requirements to become RMI citizens. In addition, we recognized a risk in the current 

practice because if the persons seeking to obtain passport are not acting in good faith 

and collude with others for sole purpose of obtaining a passport, the current setup will 

not detect it.  

 Passport Division personnel indicated also that some of the passports granted to no-

indigenous Marshallese were actually passport renewals. However, we could not 

determine if citizenship, and therefore passport, was granted initially under the legal 

process in the absence of the relevant documentations. 

 We found that the register or registers of persons who had become RMI citizens were 

not maintained by the Cabinet over the years as required by the Citizenship Act of 

1984. A register was compiled during our review and provided but was not complete.   

 There are no complete records of non-indigenous Marshallese that had obtained 

passports through Passport Investment Scheme6 which generally impeded our review. 

 The database maintained at Passport Division has its own limitation and contain 

inconsistent records (also reported in Finding No. 1.7). In addition, it was difficult to 

retrieve information related to Naturalized and Registered Citizens and we had to 

perform additional audit procedures to evaluate reliability of passport data. 

 

The cause of the above conditions is due to lack of proper maintenance of records for 

citizenships and passports granted to non-indigenous Marshallese. In addition, there is lack 

of policy and procedures to guide the operation of the Passport Division.  

 

The effect of the above condition is the potential noncompliance with the Constitution, 

Citizenship Act of 1984 and its regulations, and the possibility that passports may have been 

granted to non-indigenous Marshallese who have not met RMI citizenship criteria.   

 

Recommendation: 

We recommended that: 

                                                           
6C.M 260 (92) and C.M. 109 (96) 
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14. Passport Division requires all applications for passport by non-indigenous 

Marshallese be accompanied by authenticated Court Decrees or Cabinet Minutes as 

proof of citizenship approvals and compliance with requirements under the 

Constitution, Citizenship Act and its regulations.  

15. Passport Division should refer all persons who seek to become citizens to the High 

Court when there is doubt about the persons’ citizenship request.  

16. Written policy and procedures should be in place to guide the operation of the 

Passport Division. 

 

2.2 Certain Passport Holders Appeared to Have No Payment Records  

It is the policy of RMI that all person applying for a regular RMI Passport to pay a passport 

fee to the Ministry of Finance or RMI Treasury.  

 

Our review of 967 Passport issued during the period from fiscal year 2015 through 2017 

revealed that a total of 72 passport holders do not have records of payments at RMI Treasury 

as shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Number of Passports with no record of payments at Ministry of Finance. 

Fiscal Years Passport Issued No. of Passport-holders with No Payment Record 

2015 347 13 

2016 285 20 

2017 335 39 

Total 967 72 
Comparison of passport fees per Treasury Records and Passport and Passport System 

The cause of the above condition is unknown and no one seems to have an explanation of the 

discrepancies. During fieldwork, however, we found one incident where one passport 

application that had an envelope with it and inside the envelope were dollar bills that 

appeared to indicate it was for passport fee. Passport staff confirmed the dollar bills inside 

the envelope were payment or passport fee for a passport that had already been processed but 

fee was never remitted to the RMI Treasury. Accordingly, this incident appeared to represent 

an administrative oversight.  

The effect of the above condition is non-collection of passport revenues and violation of RMI 

policy. 
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Recommendation: 

We recommended that: 

17. Passport Division complies with the RMI policy and requires all passport applicants 

to pay a passport fee at RMI Treasury and bring receipts as proofs of payment with 

the application.  

 

2.3 The Process of RMI Regular Passports of Naturalized and Registered Citizens Were 

Not Consistent. 

Passport Panel is responsible to screen passport applications, accompanying documentations 

and reviewing recommendations submitted by the Director, in consultation with the Director 

of Immigrations, and make final recommendations to the Attorney-General. Additionally, the 

Panel is required to have written records of its meetings. 

 

Our audit noted the following conditions: 

 Review of 680 passports issued to non-indigenous Marshallese revealed inconsistencies 

in the way passport applications and requirements are enforced. As an example, we 

present 19 instances in Table 4 to summarize the inconsistencies and different 

information provided by the passport applicants. Discussion with Passport Division 

personnel indicated that sometimes the staff would put on hold certain incomplete 

passport applications and require the applicants to supply missing information but are 

often instructed by higher ups in the organization to proceed and process those passport 

applications even without all required information.  

Table 4: Inconsistency in the Processing of RMI Regular Passports 

Fiscal 

Years No 

Passport 

No. 

Issue 

Date Comment 

 
1 C108946 3/13/2015 

Application used by this person is different and does not contain the 

checklist. The following documents were attached- copy of old passport and 

certificate of passport renewal. 

 2 C112961 8/14/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached - a copy of 

old passport, certificate of citizenship, oath allegiance, and renunciation, and 

a certificate of passport renewal, and receipt. 

2
0

1
5
 

3 C105760 10/24/2014 

Application used by this person is different and does not contain the 

checklist. The following documents were attached – copy of old passport, 

certificate of citizenship, oath of renunciation and allegiance, court decree, 

receipt, and his sons' RMI’s birth certificate. 

 4 C106747 12/31/2014 

No passport application. The following documents were attached - copy of 

old passport and a payment receipt. 
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 5 C111587 6/19/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached – copy of 

old passport, certificate of passport renewal and receipt. 

 6 C111129 6/2/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached – copy of 

old passport and an email communication.  

 7 C106746 12/31/2014 

No passport application. The following documents were attached – copy of 

old passport, citizenship petition from MOJ and certificate of passport 

renewal. 

 
8 C112856 8/10/2015 

Application form used by this person is different and does not contain the 

checklist. Also noted these following documents were attached as 

supporting documentations; a copy of old passport, certificate of passport 

renewal and receipt. 

 9 C112579 7/29/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached – copy of 

old passport, certificate of passport renewal and receipt. 

 10 C106888 1/14/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached a copy of 

old passport, certificate of passport renewal and receipt.  

 

11 C105773 10/30/2014 

No passport application. The following documents were attached – kiribati 

passport, court decree, oath of renunciation, oath of allegiance, and a 

certificate of citizenship. 

 12 C112578 7/29/2015 

No passport application. The following documents were attached - copy of 

old passport, certificate of naturalization and certificate of passport renewal. 

2
0

1
6
 

1 C121326 9/9/2016 

No passport application. The following were attached – receipt, certificate 

of passport renewal, copy of old passport and photograph.  

2 C121325 9/9/2016 

No passport application. The following were attached – receipt, certificate 

of passport panel renewal, copy of old passport and photograph. 

3 C115862 2/3/2016 No passport application. 

4 C116610 4/7/2016 

No passport application. The following were attached - receipt, certificate of 

passport renewal, copy of old passport and photograph.  

5 C116611 4/7/2016 

No passport application. The following were attached - receipt, certificate of 

passport renewal, copy of old passport and photograph.  

2
0

1
7
 1 C128248 5/22/2017 

No passport application. The following were attached - copy of old passport 

and photograph. 

2 C122834 12/7/2016 

No passport application. The following were attached - birth certificate, 

copy of mother passport and birth certificate, family tree, certificate of 

passport renewal and receipt 

   Information obtained from the Passport applications 

 

 We also found that 661 passport files were not checked and official use checklist section 

was not completed by the reviewers as stipulated in the passport application form.  

 We further noted that the official meeting minutes of the Passport Panel were not 

documented and maintained on file. 

 

The inconsistencies occurred because there are no policies and procedures to guide 

processing of passports and independent review of passport application. In the current setup 

the passport personnel have the ability to override the systems requirements. This poses a 

risk as passports may be processed outside the legal process and open for manipulation and 

abuse which may not be detected and prevented in a timely manner. In addition, we could not 

determine the legitimacy of the passports in the absence of the required documentations. 
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Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

18. Management ensures passport applications submitted are carefully reviewed and 

screened to ensure requirements listed are completed and satisfied as stipulated under 

the passport application; 

19. Management complies with the requirements of the Citizenship Act and Regulation. 

20. The Passport Panel complies with its terms of reference and also keeps minutes of its 

meetings. 

  

Other Matter 

We found certain other matters that are related to our audit objective but outside the years 

covered by our audit, as discussed below. 

1. In 2018, the Cabinet of RepMar suspended7 renewal of passport by those naturalized 

citizens who have no records or proof of citizenship from the Cabinet pending review 

by the Office of the Attorney-General. Subsequently, the suspension was lifted and 18 

passport renewal requests were approved. The request to Cabinet to grant exemptions 

was accompanied by certifications by the Passport Office confirming such passports 

were obtained under the passport investment program sometimes during the 1994-

1996 periods. Review of other documentations accompanying the requests to the 

Cabinet did acknowledge that there was no absolute assurance and guarantee that 

those individuals had obtained their passport under the passport investment program 

in the absence of the pertinent records. We noted also in our report that data and 

information pertaining to the passport investment program, passport records in 

general, were incomplete which impeded our audit. 

 

We determined that the effort by the government to suspend the passport renewals 

and require proofs that passport or citizenship was obtained under the legal process 

was a first step to correct this long-standing problem. In the absence of the pertinent 

records, it would be prudent for the government to impose a requirement on all 

passport renewal requests by non-indigenous Marshallese to provide proofs that their 

                                                           
7
 C.M. 227 (2018) 
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citizenship/passport were approved under the legal process initially, as a condition on 

passport renewals.   

 

2. We noted from a previous audit8 of revenues from passport investment program that a 

group of family members applied for and received passports under the passport 

investment program. This audit highlighted that this family made payment for the 

passports through a personal check that was bounced due to insufficient funds in the 

corresponding checking account. Accordingly, we question the legitimacy of those 

passports due lack of payments for those passport sales as required under the passport 

investment program. Upon further examination, we discovered that one of the family 

members had renewed his passport in July 2011.   

 

It appeared therefore that the audit recommendation in the 1995 audit to collect the 

outstanding passport fees has not been acted on. We have communicated the matter to 

the Passport Office with our recommendation to require those passport recipients to 

pay the outstanding passport sale amount as a condition of passport renewals.   

                                                           
8
Audit number 019/94-6151 (dated 01st February 1995) 
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Exhibits 

Exhibit 1: Processes of RMI Passports 

(1) Regular Passport: 

a) New Passport 

 Natural Born  

i. If an applicant is of full age (18 years of age or older), the Division 

requires the applicant to fill up and complete a passport application, to 

be accompanied by an official and signed birth certification, a copy of 

an original receipt of payment from the Ministry of Finance, Banking 

and Postal Services (FBPS) and a clear photo of the applicant.  

 

ii. If the applicant is a minor (under 18 years old), the Division requires 

the parents or legal guardians to fill up and complete a passport 

application to be accompanied by the child’s official and signed birth 

certificate, a copy of either parents’ birth certificate, a copy of an 

original receipt of payment from the Ministry of FBPS and a clear 

photo of the applicant. 

 

b) Granted Citizen through Naturalization – The Division requires the applicant to 

submit a copy of granted citizenship (Cabinet Minute) to be accompanied by a 

completed and signed passport application, an original receipt of payment from the 

Ministry of FBPS, and a clear photo copy of the applicant. 

 

c) Granted citizen through Court – The Division requires a copy of an original, sealed 

and authenticated decree issued from Court (Court decree) to be accompanied by a 

completely filled out and signed passport application, an original copy of receipt 

from the  Ministry of FBPS, and a clear photo copy of the  applicant. 

 

d) Renewal 

 Natural Born – The Division requires a photo copy of an applicant, copy of the 

passport submitted for renewal, an original copy of receipt made to Ministry of 

FBPS and application to be filled. 
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 Granted citizen through Naturalization – The Division requires a photo copy of 

an applicant, copy of the passport submitted for renewal, original copy of 

receipt made to Ministry of FBPS, certificate of reviewed by Passport Panel. 

 Granted citizen through Court – The Division requires a photo copy of an 

applicant, copy of the passport submitted for renewal, copy of receipt made to 

Ministry of FBPS, certificate of reviewed by Passport Panel. 

 

(2) Official Passport: The Division requires an official memo from the Head of the 

requesting Ministry or Government Agency, to be accompanied with a completely 

filled up and signed application, and a copy of the applicant’s unexpired regular 

passport. 

 

(3) Diplomatic Passport: The Division requires an official memo from the Secretary of 

Foreign Affairs requesting for a Diplomatic passport to be issued. 
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Exhibit 2: List of RMI Passport Holders with no confirmation of Citizenship. 

No 

Passport 

No Issue Date 

T/ 

No 

Passport 

No Issue Date 

T/ 

No 

Passport 

No Issue Date 

T/ 

M M M 

1 C105701 Oct-23-14 {a} 192 C122834 Dec-01-16 {a} 383 C118191 May-20-16 {a} 

2 C105902 Nov-05-14 {a} 193 C122842 Dec-01-16 {a} 384 C118207 May-20-16 {a} 

3 C105954 Nov-07-14 {a} 194 C122846 Dec-01-16 {a} 385 C118201 May-20-16 {a} 

4 C105966 Nov-10-14 {a} 195 C122839 Dec-01-16 {a} 386 C118196 May-20-16 {a} 

5 C105968 Nov-10-14 {a} 196 C122840 Dec-01-16 {a} 387 C118656 May-20-16 {a} 

6 C106084 Nov-19-14 {a} 197 C122838 Dec-01-16 {a} 388 C118198 May-20-16 {a} 

7 C106144 Nov-21-14 {a} 198 C122950 Dec-07-16 {a} 389 C118524 May-20-16 {a} 

8 C106147 Nov-21-14 {a} 199 C122949 Dec-07-16 {a} 390 C118659 May-20-16 {a} 

9 C106148 Nov-21-14 {a} 200 C122951 Dec-07-16 {a} 391 C120511 May-20-16 {a} 

10 C106283 Dec-01-14 {a} 201 C122967 Dec-12-16 {a} 392 C118657 May-20-16 {a} 

11 C106340 Dec-03-14 {a} 202 C123600 Jan-19-17 {a} 393 C118190 May-20-16 {a} 

12 C106464 Dec-10-14 {a} 203 C123644 Jan-25-17 {a} 394 C118658 May-20-16 {a} 

13 C106454 Dec-10-14 {a} 204 C123643 Jan-25-17 {a} 395 C118200 May-20-16 {a} 

14 C106463 Dec-10-14 {a} 205 C123698 Jan-26-17 {a} 396 C118660 May-20-16 {a} 

15 C106478 Dec-12-14 {a} 206 C123791 Jan-27-17 {a} 397 C118199 May-20-16 {a} 

16 C106575 Dec-17-14 {a} 207 C123768 Jan-27-17 {a} 398 C118255 May-23-16 {e}  

17 C106572 Dec-17-14 {a} 208 C123770 Jan-27-17 {a} 399 C118300 May-24-16 {a} 

18 C106570 Dec-17-14 {a} 209 C123999 Feb-07-17 {a} 400 C118341 May-26-16 {a} 

19 C106574 Dec-17-14 {a} 210 C124166 Feb-10-17 {a} 401 C118482 May-27-16 {a} 

20 C106573 Dec-17-14 {a} 211 C125842 Mar-16-17 {a} 402 C118494 May-29-16 {a} 

21 C106583 Dec-19-14 {a} 212 C125983 Mar-17-17 {a} 403 C118498 May-29-16 {a} 

22 C106747 Dec-31-14 {a} 213 C126046 Mar-21-17 {a} 404 C118495 May-29-16 {a} 

23 C106772 Jan-05-15 {a} 214 C126292 Mar-23-17 {a} 405 C118739 Jun-02-16 {a} 

24 C106801 Jan-07-15 {a} 215 C126347 Mar-23-17 {a} 406 C118737 Jun-02-16 {a} 

25 C106888 Jan-14-15 {a} 216 C126290 Mar-23-17 {a} 407 C118720 Jun-02-16 {a} 

26 C106943 Jan-14-15 {a} 217 C126237 Mar-23-17 {a} 408 C118835 Jun-08-16 {a} 

27 C106942 Jan-14-15 {a} 218 C126288 Mar-23-17 {a} 409 C118991 Jun-09-16 {a} 

28 C106952 Jan-15-15 {a} 219 C126289 Mar-23-17 {a} 410 C119095 Jun-10-16 {a} 

29 C106953 Jan-15-15 {a} 220 C126291 Mar-23-17 {a} 411 C119127 Jun-13-16 {a} 

30 C111384 Jan-16-15 {a} 221 C126515 Mar-27-17 {a} 412 C119057 Jun-13-16 {a} 

31 C106969 Jan-16-15 {a} 222 C126942 Apr-06-17 {a} 413 C119195 Jun-14-16 {a} 

32 C107002 Jan-21-15 {a} 223 C127857 May-11-17 {a} 414 C119252 Jun-15-16 {a} 

33 C107028 Jan-22-15 {a} 224 C128085 May-17-17 {a} 415 C119321 Jun-16-16 {a} 

34 C107083 Jan-23-15 {a} 225 C128156 May-18-17 {a} 416 C119364 Jun-16-16 {a} 

35 C107112 Jan-26-15 {a} 226 C128155 May-18-17 {a} 417 C119422 Jun-17-16 {a} 

36 C107090 Jan-26-15 {a} 227 C128242 May-22-17 {a} 418 C119638 Jun-23-16 {a} 

37 C107091 Jan-26-15 {a} 228 C128429 May-30-17 {a} 419 C119634 Jun-23-16 {a} 
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38 C107232 Feb-02-15 {a} 229 C128488 Jun-01-17 {a} 420 C119597 Jun-23-16 {a} 

39 C107313 Feb-05-15 {a} 230 C128561 Jun-02-17 {a} 421 C119599 Jun-23-16 {a} 

40 C107451 Feb-11-15 {a} 231 C128562 Jun-02-17 {a} 422 C119770 Jun-27-16 {a} 

41 C107450 Feb-11-15 {a} 232 C128558 Jun-02-17 {a} 423 C119772 Jun-28-16 {a} 

42 C107453 Feb-11-15 {d} 233 C128563 Jun-02-17 {a} 424 C119862 Jun-29-16 {a} 

43 C107526 Feb-12-15 {a} 234 C128589 Jun-05-17 {a} 425 C120223 Jul-29-16 {a} 

44 c107467 Feb-12-15 {a} 235 C128599 Jun-06-17 {a} 426 C120224 Jul-29-16 {a} 

45 C107525 Feb-12-15 {a} 236 C128647 Jun-08-17 {a} 427 C120225 Jul-29-16 {a} 

46 C107639 Feb-13-15 {a} 237 C128489 Jun-09-17 {a} 428 C120227 Jul-29-16 {a} 

47 C107656 Feb-13-15 {a} 238 C128943 Jun-16-17 {a} 429 C120226 Jul-29-16 {a} 

48 C107649 Feb-13-15 {a} 239 C129088 Jun-22-17 {a} 430 C120817 Aug-16-16 {a} 

49 C107971 Feb-20-15 {a} 240 C129359 Jun-30-17 {a} 431 C120818 Aug-16-16 {a} 

50 C108014 Feb-24-15 {a} 241 C129358 Jun-30-17 {a} 432 C120819 Aug-16-16 {a} 

51 C108013 Feb-24-15 {a} 242 C129356 Jun-30-17 {a} 433 C121010 Aug-25-16 {a} 

52 C108012 Feb-24-15 {a} 243 C129510 Jul-05-17 {a} 434 C121058 Aug-29-16 {a} 

53 C108390 Mar-04-15 {a} 244 C129514 Jul-05-17 {a} 435 C121086 Aug-30-16 {a} 

54 C108468 Mar-05-15 {a} 245 C129511 Jul-05-17 {a} 436 C121120 Aug-31-16 {a} 

55 C108467 Mar-05-15 {a} 246 C129512 Jul-05-17 {a} 437 C121154 Aug-31-16 {a} 

56 C108041 Mar-05-15 {a} 247 C129591 Jul-10-17 {a} 438 C121172 Sep-01-16 {a} 

57 C108657 Mar-06-15 {a} 248 C129589 Jul-10-17 {a} 439 C121164 Sep-01-16 {a} 

58 C108656 Mar-06-15 {a} 249 C129590 Jul-10-17 {a} 440 C121167 Sep-01-16 {a} 

59 C108800 Mar-12-15 {a} 250 C129596 Jul-11-17 {a} 441 C121169 Sep-01-16 {a} 

60 C108821 Mar-12-15 {a} 251 C129645 Jul-12-17 {a} 442 C121175 Sep-01-16 {a} 

61 C108833 Mar-12-15 {a} 252 C129647 Jul-12-17 {a} 443 C121174 Sep-01-16 {a} 

62 C108801 Mar-12-15 {a} 253 C129810 Jul-14-17 {a} 444 C121176 Sep-01-16 {a} 

63 C108943 Mar-13-15 {a} 254 C129813 Jul-14-17 {a} 445 C121160 Sep-01-16 {a} 

64 C108950 Mar-13-15 {b} 255 C129807 Jul-14-17 {a} 446 C121170 Sep-01-16 {a} 

65 C108942 Mar-13-15 {a} 256 C130248 Jul-31-17 {a} 447 C121171 Sep-01-16 {a} 

66 C108985 Mar-17-15 {a} 257 C130247 Jul-31-17 {a} 448 C121163 Sep-01-16 {a} 

67 C108986 Mar-17-15 {a} 258 C130245 Jul-31-17 {a} 449 C121173 Sep-01-16 {a} 

68 C108981 Mar-17-15 {a} 259 C130246 Jul-31-17 {a} 450 C121183 Sep-01-16 {a} 

69 C108987 Mar-17-15 {a} 260 C130409 Aug-03-17 {a} 451 C121168 Sep-01-16 {a} 

70 C108988 Mar-17-15 {a} 261 C130491 Aug-07-17 {a} 452 C121192 Sep-05-16 {a} 

71 C108976 Mar-17-15 {a} 262 C130492 Aug-07-17 {a} 453 C121212 Sep-06-16 {a} 

72 C108977 Mar-17-15 {a} 263 C130595 Aug-09-17 {a} 454 C121213 Sep-06-16 {a} 

73 C109187 Mar-25-15 {a} 264 C130610 Aug-09-17 {a} 455 C121216 Sep-06-16 {a} 

74 C109181 Mar-25-15 {a} 265 C130594 Aug-09-17 {a} 456 C121214 Sep-06-16 {a} 

75 C109184 Mar-25-15 {a} 266 C130573 Aug-09-17 {a} 457 C121244 Sep-07-16 {a} 

76 C109188 Mar-25-15 {a} 267 C130903 Aug-29-17 {a} 458 C121259 Sep-07-16 {a} 

77 C109189 Mar-25-15 {a} 268 C130339 Aug-29-17 {a} 459 C121249 Sep-07-16 {a} 
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78 C109180 Mar-25-15 {a} 269 C130949 Aug-30-17 {a} 460 C121257 Sep-07-16 {a} 

79 C109185 Mar-25-15 {a} 270 C131040 Aug-31-17 {a} 461 C121274 Sep-08-16 {a} 

80 C109280 Mar-27-15 {a} 271 C131098 Sep-06-17 {a} 462 C121315 Sep-09-16 {a} 

81 C109503 Mar-31-15 {a} 272 C131177 Sep-07-17 {a} 463 C119194 Sep-09-16 {a} 

82 c109558 Apr-01-15 {a} 273 C131148 Sep-07-17 {a} 464 C121319 Sep-09-16 {a} 

83 C109652 Apr-07-15 {a} 274 C131188 Sep-08-17 {a} 465 C121320 Sep-09-16 {a} 

84 C109650 Apr-07-15 {a} 275 C131191 Sep-08-17 {a} 466 C121322 Sep-09-16 {a} 

85 C109880 Apr-15-15 {a} 276 C131187 Sep-08-17 {a} 467 C121321 Sep-09-16 {a} 

86 C109882 Apr-15-15 {a} 277 C131219 Sep-14-17 {a} 468 C121403 Sep-14-16 {a} 

87 C109883 Apr-15-15 {a} 278 C131261 Sep-14-17 {a} 469 C121409 Sep-14-16 {a} 

88 C110235 Apr-23-15 {a} 279 C131218 Sep-14-17 {a} 470 C121407 Sep-14-16 {a} 

89 C110237 Apr-24-15 {a} 280 C131263 Sep-14-17 {a} 471 C121404 Sep-14-16 {a} 

90 C110252 Apr-24-15 {a} 281 C131570 Sep-27-17 {a} 472 C121498 Sep-20-16 {a} 

91 C110248 Apr-24-15 {a} 282 C131567 Sep-27-17 {a} 473 C122819 Nov-30-16 {a} 

92 C110251 Apr-24-15 {a} 283 C131578 Sep-28-17 {a} 474 C122841 Dec-01-16 {a} 

93 C110239 Apr-24-15 {a} 284 C107015 Jan-21-15 {a} 475 C122825 Dec-01-16 {a} 

94 C110258 Apr-27-15 {a} 285 C107000 Jan-21-15 {a} 476 C122826 Dec-01-16 {a} 

95 C110385 Apr-30-15 {a} 286 C108953 Mar-13-15 {a} 477 C122824 Dec-01-16 {a} 

96 C110763 May-04-15 {a} 287 C109495 Mar-31-15 {a} 478 C122837 Dec-01-16 {a} 

97 C110582 May-12-15 {a} 288 C109493 Mar-31-15 {a} 479 C122857 Dec-05-16 {a} 

98 C110584 May-12-15 {c} 289 C109642 Apr-07-15 {a} 480 C122942 Dec-07-16 {a} 

99 C110583 May-12-15 {a} 290 C109881 Apr-15-15 {a} 481 C122943 Dec-07-16 {a} 

100 C110769 May-19-15 {a} 291 C110250 Apr-24-15 {a} 482 C122941 Dec-07-16 {a} 

101 C110766 May-19-15 {a} 292 C110255 Apr-27-15 {a} 483 C122952 Dec-07-16 {a} 

102 C111167 May-19-15 {a} 293 C110254 May-08-15 {a} 484 C122945 Dec-07-16 {a} 

103 C110770 May-19-15 {a} 294 C110768 May-19-15 {a} 485 C122962 Dec-09-16 {a} 

104 C110776 May-19-15 {a} 295 C110791 May-20-15 {a} 486 C123397 Jan-09-17 {a} 

105 C110772 May-19-15 {a} 296 C110793 May-20-15 {a} 487 C123413 Jan-10-17 {a} 

106 C110777 May-19-15 {a} 297 C111135 Jun-03-15 {a} 488 C123412 Jan-10-17 {a} 

107 C110792 May-20-15 {a} 298 C111869 Jul-06-15 {a} 489 C123572 Jan-18-17 {a} 

108 C110828 May-21-15 {a} 299 C112584 Jul-29-15 {a} 490 C123599 Jan-19-17 {a} 

109 C110757 May-22-15 {a} 300 C112578 Jul-29-15 {a} 491 C123926 Feb-02-17 {a} 

110 C111070 May-29-15 {a} 301 C113739 Oct-01-15 {a} 492 C123963 Feb-03-17 {a} 

111 C111071 May-29-15 {a} 302 C113795 Oct-01-15 {a} 493 C123964 Feb-03-17 {a} 

112 C111069 May-29-15 {a} 303 C113805 Oct-05-15 {a} 494 C123998 Feb-07-17 {a} 

113 C111068 May-29-15 {a} 304 C113802 Oct-05-15 {a} 495 C124491 Feb-20-17 {a} 

114 C111072 May-29-15 {a} 305 C113804 Oct-05-15 {a} 496 C124577 Feb-22-17 {a} 

115 C111073 May-29-15 {a} 306 C113808 Oct-05-15 {a} 497 C124600 Feb-23-17 {a} 

116 C111095 Jun-01-15 {a} 307 C113809 Oct-05-15 {a} 498 C125841 Mar-16-17 {a} 

117 C111129 Jun-02-15 {a} 308 C113810 Oct-05-15 {a} 499 C126020 Mar-19-17 {a} 
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118 C111128 Jun-02-15 {a} 309 C113806 Oct-05-15 {a} 500 C126045 Mar-21-17 {a} 

119 C111212 Jun-05-15 {a} 310 C113803 Oct-05-15 {a} 501 C126348 Mar-23-17 {a} 

120 C111218 Jun-05-15 {a} 311 C113807 Oct-05-15 {a} 502 C126285 Mar-23-17 {a} 

121 C111217 Jun-05-15 {a} 312 C113834 Oct-08-15 {a} 503 C126458 Mar-24-17 {a} 

122 C111230 Jun-05-15 {a} 313 C113938 Oct-13-15 {a} 504 C126823 Apr-04-17 {a} 

123 C111362 Jun-11-15 {a} 314 C114139 Oct-22-15 {a} 505 C126941 Apr-06-17 {a} 

124 C111359 Jun-11-15 {a} 315 C114322 Nov-02-15 {a} 506 C126939 Apr-06-17 {a} 

125 C111363 Jun-11-15 {a} 316 C114435 Nov-10-15 {a} 507 C127143 Apr-11-17 {a} 

126 C111360 Jun-11-15 {a} 317 C114436 Nov-10-15 {a} 508 C127167 Apr-12-17 {a} 

127 C111361 Jun-11-15 {a} 318 C114513 Nov-12-15 {a} 509 C127168 Apr-12-17 {a} 

128 C111382 Jun-12-15 {a} 319 C114549 Nov-18-15 {a} 510 C127447 Apr-27-17 {a} 

129 C111383 Jun-12-15 {a} 320 C114551 Nov-18-15 {a} 511 C127853 May-11-17 {a} 

130 C111379 Jun-12-15 {a} 321 C114552 Nov-18-15 {a} 512 C127876 May-11-17 {a} 

131 C111381 Jun-12-15 {a} 322 C114554 Nov-18-15 {a} 513 C128004 May-13-17 {a} 

132 C111370 Jun-12-15 {a} 323 C114546 Nov-18-15 {a} 514 C128084 May-17-17 {a} 

133 C111380 Jun-12-15 {a} 324 C114547 Nov-18-15 {a} 515 C128086 May-17-17 {a} 

134 C111411 Jun-16-15 {a} 325 C114865 Nov-18-15 {a} 516 C128432 May-30-17 {a} 

135 C111415 Jun-16-15 {a} 326 C114555 Nov-18-15 {a} 517 C128468 May-31-17 {a} 

136 C111413 Jun-16-15 {a} 327 C114558 Nov-18-15 {f} 518 C128560 Jun-02-17 {a} 

137 C111423 Jun-16-15 {a} 328 C114550 Nov-18-15 {a} 519 C126622 Jun-05-17 {a} 

138 C111409 Jun-16-15 {a} 329 C114548 Nov-18-15 {a} 520 C128597 Jun-06-17 {a} 

139 C111412 Jun-16-15 {a} 330 C114607 Nov-19-15 {a} 521 C128594 Jun-06-17 {a} 

140 C111410 Jun-16-15 {a} 331 C114559 Nov-19-15 {a} 522 C128646 Jun-08-17 {a} 

141 C111414 Jun-16-15 {a} 332 C114560 Nov-19-15 {f} 523 C128942 Jun-16-17 {a} 

142 C111590 Jun-19-15 {a} 333 C114561 Nov-19-15 {a} 524 C128944 Jun-16-17 {a} 

143 C111599 Jun-22-15 {a} 334 C114620 Nov-20-15 {a} 525 C129357 Jun-30-17 {a} 

144 C111598 Jun-22-15 {a} 335 C114735 Nov-26-15 {a} 526 C129355 Jun-30-17 {a} 

145 C111597 Jun-22-15 {a} 336 C114826 Dec-02-15 {a} 527 C129420 Jul-04-17 {a} 

146 C111596 Jun-22-15 {a} 337 C113801 Dec-02-15 {a} 528 C129419 Jul-04-17 {a} 

147 C111689 Jun-26-15 {a} 338 C115113 Dec-23-15 {a} 529 C129509 Jul-05-17 {a} 

148 C111690 Jun-26-15 {a} 339 C115120 Dec-28-15 {a} 530 C129574 Jul-10-17 {a} 

149 C111770 Jul-02-15 {a} 340 C115401 Jan-11-16 {a} 531 C129572 Jul-10-17 {a} 

150 C111862 Jul-06-15 {a} 341 C115453 Jan-13-16 {a} 532 C129573 Jul-10-17 {a} 

151 C111861 Jul-06-15 {a} 342 C115530 Jan-18-16 {a} 533 C129814 Jul-14-17 {a} 

152 C111854 Jul-06-15 {a} 343 C115547 Jan-18-16 {a} 534 C129811 Jul-14-17 {a} 

153 C111853 Jul-06-15 {a} 344 C115533 Jan-18-16 {a} 535 C129812 Jul-14-17 {a} 

154 C111866 Jul-06-15 {a} 345 C115864 Feb-03-16 {a} 536 C129809 Jul-14-17 {a} 

155 C111873 Jul-06-15 {a} 346 C115868 Feb-03-16 {a} 537 C129806 Jul-14-17 {a} 

156 C111867 Jul-06-15 {a} 347 C115867 Feb-03-16 {a} 538 C129917 Jul-20-17 {a} 

157 C111998 Jul-09-15 {a} 348 C115865 Feb-03-16 {a} 539 C130077 Jul-25-17 {a} 
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158 C112004 Jul-09-15 {a} 349 C115866 Feb-03-16 {a} 540 C130076 Jul-25-17 {a} 

159 C111989 Jul-09-15 {a} 350 C115869 Feb-03-16 {a} 541 C130361 Aug-03-17 {a} 

160 C112008 Jul-10-15 {a} 351 C115862 Feb-03-16 {a} 542 C130495 Aug-07-17 {a} 

161 C112196 Jul-15-15 {a} 352 C115863 Feb-03-16 {a} 543 C130490 Aug-07-17 {a} 

162 C112228 Jul-17-15 {a} 353 C115915 Feb-04-16 {a} 544 C130493 Aug-07-17 {a} 

163 C112248 Jul-17-15 {a} 354 C115870 Feb-04-16 {a} 545 C130494 Aug-07-17 {a} 

164 C112247 Jul-17-15 {a} 355 C115871 Feb-04-16 {a} 546 C130514 Aug-08-17 {a} 

165 C112456 Jul-24-15 {a} 356 C115929 Feb-04-16 {a} 547 C130609 Aug-09-17 {a} 

166 C112455 Jul-24-15 {a} 357 C115888 Feb-04-16 {a} 548 C130571 Aug-09-17 {a} 

167 C112464 Jul-27-15 {a} 358 C115982 Feb-08-16 {a} 549 C130596 Aug-09-17 {a} 

168 C112539 Jul-28-15 {a} 359 C116523 Apr-02-16 {a} 550 C130616 Aug-11-17 {a} 

169 C112583 Jul-29-15 {a} 360 C116610 Apr-07-16 {a} 551 C130988 Aug-14-17 {a} 

170 C112585 Jul-29-15 {a} 361 C116607 Apr-07-16 {a} 552 C130688 Aug-15-17 {a} 

171 C112582 Jul-29-15 {a} 362 C116608 Apr-07-16 {a} 553 C128023 Aug-29-17 {g} 

172 C112579 Jul-29-15 {a} 363 C116609 Apr-07-16 {a} 554 C131080 Sep-05-17 {a} 

173 C112580 Jul-29-15 {a} 364 C116611 Apr-07-16 {a} 555 C131097 Sep-06-17 {a} 

174 C112581 Jul-29-15 {a} 365 C116612 Apr-08-16 {a} 556 C131176 Sep-07-17 {a} 

175 C112723 Aug-04-15 {a} 366 C116615 Apr-08-16 {a} 557 C131190 Sep-08-17 {a} 

176 C112840 Aug-07-15 {a} 367 C116613 Apr-08-16 {a} 558 C131194 Sep-08-17 {a} 

177 C112856 Aug-10-15 {a} 368 C116616 Apr-08-16 {a} 559 C131192 Sep-08-17 {a} 

178 C112854 Aug-10-15 {a} 369 C116617 Apr-08-16 {a} 560 C131186 Sep-08-17 {a} 

179 C112963 Aug-14-15 {a} 370 C116614 Apr-08-16 {a} 561 C131195 Sep-08-17 {a} 

180 C113216 Aug-28-15 {a} 371 C117001 Apr-21-16 {a} 562 C131189 Sep-08-17 {a} 

181 C113215 Aug-28-15 {a} 372 C117031 Apr-22-16 {a} 563 C131193 Sep-08-17 {a} 

182 C113218 Aug-28-15 {a} 373 C117032 Apr-22-16 {a} 564 C131211 Sep-13-17 {a} 

183 C113214 Aug-28-15 {a} 374 C117148 Apr-22-16 {a} 565 C131262 Sep-14-17 {a} 

184 C113614 Sep-22-15 {a} 375 C117030 Apr-22-16 {a} 566 C131264 Sep-14-17 {a} 

185 C113611 Sep-22-15 {a} 376 C117034 Apr-22-16 {a} 567 C131220 Sep-14-17 {a} 

186 C113669 Sep-28-15 {a} 377 C117033 Apr-22-16 {a} 568 C131348 Sep-18-17 {a} 

187 C113681 Sep-29-15 {a} 378 C117179 Apr-28-16 {a} 569 C131349 Sep-18-17 {a} 

188 C113680 Sep-29-15 {a} 379 C117312 Apr-29-16 {a} 570 C131347 Sep-18-17 {a} 

189 C122046 Oct-20-16 {a} 380 C117425 May-05-16 {a} 571 C131571 Sep-27-17 {a} 

190 C122769 Nov-29-16 {a} 381 C120510 May-20-16 {a} 572 C131568 Sep-27-17 {a} 

191 C122827 Dec-01-16 {a} 382 C118655 May-20-16 {a} 573 C132705 Sep-27-17 {a} 

Source: OAG Analysis 
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Tick-marks: 

a) Individuals that we could not find their names evidence on the Cabinet or Court’s 

records. 

b) Case dismissed due to Petitioner #1 failed to appear in Court. Therefore, Court did not 

issue a decree for him and his minor children.  

c) Case dismissed due to Petitioner #2 failed to appear in court. Therefore, Court did not 

issue a decree.  

d) Case dismissed due to Petitioner #3 failed to appear in court. Therefore, Court did not 

issue a decree. 

e) Noted that Petitioner #4 does not have Cabinet or Court’s records. We also noted 

Petitioner #4 was born outside RMI. In addition, we noted that her father was denied 

RMI citizenship as he has been illegally residing in the Republic. Moreover, we noted 

that her mother does not have Cabinet or Court's records.  

f) Noted that the Court dismissed Petitioner #5 and his two children citizenship case due 

to that the Petitioner #5 failed to file the amended petition by the given due date. 

g) Noted that citizenship case was dismissed by the Court as the father of the Petitioner 

#6 failed to presence at the court.  
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Appendices: Agency Responses 

Appendix I: Responses from the Passport Division 
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Appendix II: Auditor’s Response to the Comments from the Passport Division 

Finding 1.3 - Proper Accountability of Passports Stocks Can Be Achieved By Issuing 

Passports Sequentially 

We acknowledge the comments from management and have amended the finding wordings 

accordingly. 

 

Finding 1.5 - Passport Division Lacks Resources to Effectively Carry Out Its Functions 

We acknowledge the comments from the management, however, “the lack of attention” we 

identified as cause of the condition includes commitment by the management and financial 

resources towards the operational needs of the Passport Division. Accordingly, we consider 

that it is the responsibility of management to actively pursue our recommendations to ensure 

Passport Division is adequately resourced. 

 

Finding 1.6 - There Are No Proper Checks and Balances in Processing Passports 

We acknowledge the comments by management. We commend management for all efforts to 

improve internal controls, which included the creation of the Passport Panel to scrutinize 

passport applications and renewals by non-indigenous Marshallese. However, as we 

highlighted in this finding the Passport Panel may not be able to scrutinize certain passport 

matters because a determination has been made not to refer them to the Passport Panel. 

Accordingly, we reiterate our recommendation that appropriate policies and SOPs should be 

instituted to guide the operation of the Passport Division and clear accountability 

mechanism.  

 

Finding 1.8 - Official and Diplomatic Passport Records Are Not Consistent 

We acknowledge the comments by management and commend them for their recent efforts 

to address proper passport data management and records keeping. We consider that it is the 

responsibility of the management to actively pursue our recommendations to develop policy 

to address proper passport data management and records keeping. 

 

Finding 2.1 - Certain Non-Indigenous Marshallese Passport Holders Did Not Have Court 

Decrees and Cabinet Instruments on File 

Auditors’ response to comment regarding the 580 passports without Court Decree or 

Cabinet Instrument 
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We acknowledge the comments by management and the additional information and have 

updated information in Exhibit 2 in our report accordingly. Further, management asserted 

that 15 days to response was not adequate time to go through the listing and provide 

justification. We believe that we have accorded management ample time to furnish the 

required information during the course of the audit and an additional 15 days from the date 

draft report was issued. During fieldwork we provided the listing for management to provide 

the pertinent records and twice we followed up on the information.  

 

In addition, management indicated that a vast majority of passport are renewals through the 

passport investment scheme. In addition, it was indicated that such persons without a cabinet 

minute or court decree were issued either a Certificate of Citizenship or Naturalization. In the 

absence of the required documentations, we could not determine the legitimacy of those 

passports. As we noted throughout our audit, records related to the passport investment 

program were incomplete and passport records in general were not properly maintained 

which impeded our review. 

 

Auditors’ Response to comment regarding determination of Citizenship by Passport Office 

We acknowledge the comment by the management and have amended our finding wordings 

accordingly. We agree that it is perfectly within the Passport Division’s authority to make 

determination if upon satisfaction, and where there is no doubt, may grant a passport. We 

determined, however, that in the current practice where Passport Division requires “three 

generation genealogy chart” and “call supposedly family members” to confirm whether the 

passport applicants are family members, this in itself implies that there is doubt whether or 

not such passport applicants have met the citizenship requirements and are of Marshallese 

descents. In those circumstances, we believe it would be appropriate for the Passport 

Division to require such persons to make an application to the Court for citizenship 

determination. 

 

In addition, as this is an internal control review as well, we highlight the risk associated with 

the current practice once again that if persons seeking to obtain passport are not acting in 

good faith and collude with others for the sole purpose of obtaining a passport, the current 

setup will not detect it. 
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Finding 2.2 - Certain Passport Holders Appeared to Have No Payment Records 

We acknowledge the comments by management and the additional information and have 

updated Table 3 in our report accordingly. We believe that we have accorded management 

sufficient time to furnish the payment records during our fieldwork and additional 15 days 

from the date draft report was issued. We reiterate our recommendation that all passport 

applicants must pay a passport fee in accordance with RMI policy. In addition, we commend 

the initiative by the Attorney-General to introduce a payment system by credit card for RMI 

citizens abroad. 

 

Finding 2.3 - The Process of RMI Regular Passports of Naturalized and Registered Citizens 

Were Not Consistent 

Management asserts that the overriding of the passport requirements was an isolated 

incident. However, the facts gathered during our audit revealed that there were multiple 

instances where passports were processed without the required documentation at the 

instruction of those higher ups in the organization. Accordingly, we reiterate our 

recommendations that passport applications are reviewed to ensure all requirements have 

been satisfied before issuance of the passport book.  
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Appendix III: OAG Follow-Up System 

No Finding Action To Be Taken 

1. Opportunities Are Present to Improve Passport Division’s Internal Controls and Operation: 

1.1 

Passport Administration Can Be 

Effective With an Established 

Legislation Provide a copy of new Passport Act and SOP. 

1.2 

Security of the Passport Booklets (Blank 

Passports) Can Be Improved 

Provide a copy of policy that address the security of 

passport booklet and written assurance of management 

action to store blank passport booklets in a secured place. 

1.3 

Proper Accountability of Passports 

Stocks Can Be Achieved By Issuing 

Passports Sequentially 

Provide a copy of policy requiring passport are issued in 

sequential manner and implemented. 

1.4 

A Standardized Passport Application 

Form Can Streamline Operation 

Provide written assurance that a standardize passport 

application have been implemented. 

1.5 

Passport Division Lacks Resources To 

Effectively Carry Out Its Functions 

Provide written assurance that actions have been taken to 

implement our recommendations. 

1.6 

There Are No Proper Checks And 

Balances in Processing Passports 

Provide copy of SOP that address checks and balances in 

passport processing. 

1.7 

Passport Administration Can Be 

Improved with Full Knowledge of the 

Passport Processing Machine 

Provide written assurance that actions have been taken to 

implement our recommendations. 

1.8 

Official and Diplomatic Passport 

Records Are Not Consistent 

Provide a copy of policy that governs data management 

records keeping. 

2. Noncompliance Matters And Opportunities To Improve Issuance of Passports In Accordance with 

Laws and Regulations 

2.1 

Certain Non-Indigenous Marshallese 

Passport Holders Did Not Have Court 

Decrees and Cabinet Instruments on File 

Provide confirmation that 573 passport holders have 

lawful citizenship and provide copy of new policies and 

procedures that guide the operation of the Passport 

Division. 

2.2 

Certain Passport Holders Appeared to 

Have No Payment Records 

Provide confirmation that payments were received for 

those passports issued. 

2.3 

The Process of RMI Regular Passports 

of Naturalized and Registered Citizens 

Were Not Consistent. 

Provide written assurance that actions have been taken to 

implement our recommendations. 

2.4 

Administration of Diplomatic Passport 

Can Improve With an Established Policy 

No further action is required as management has taken 

action to address the finding. 

2.5 

Administration of Official Passports Can 

Improve With an Established Policy 

No further action is required as management has taken 

action to address the finding. 
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Prevent Fraud, Waste and Abuse in the collection and 

expenditure of all public funds 

HOTLINE 
 

Telephone Line (692) 625-1155 
[The Hotline is a telephone line available Monday through Sunday and you can call us anytime of the day.  

Calls to this number are anonymous and non-traceable] 

 

You may also contact us by writing to: 

 

Facsimile (Fax) (692) 625-1156 
[Messages to our fax machine are also anonymous and non-traceable 

OR 

Office of the Auditor-General 

P.O. Box 245 

Majuro, MH 96960 
[If you do not want to reveal your identity, do not disclose a return address] 

OR 

Fill out the Complaint Form from our website www.rmioag.com  
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